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When we were approached to be one of only two sixth forms in the country to trial the NHS Test and Trace mass testing

programme, we immediately saw the opportunity and benefits this could bring. 

We believe that the mass testing of our students will create the safest possible space for students to continue their studies, and

by using the latest available solutions we can ensure that all of our students can remain at college with confidence and the

reassurance that accurate mass testing can deliver.

The advantage of testing students and staff weekly is that we can now support students who would normally be required to

self-isolate for 14 days at home, using a ‘test to enable’ programme. This involves daily testing before college begins, which

allows them to come to college as normal. The response of our students has been magnificent and they have shown great

maturity in taking part in the trial.

 

With the assistance of NHS Test and Trace, DHSC and the armed forces, we have on site a great team working side by side

with us to conduct this trial, which will hopefully provide a longer-term solution at education facilities across the country. Our

participation in this trial is assisting in the national effort to identify just one of the ways we can move forward nationally and

reduce and remove some of the current restrictions on education establishments. If students who did not originally consent to

take part in the trial would still like to join, this can be easily arranged and we would encourage students to talk with peers

and find out about the testing programme.

I thank you for your continued support.

Gerard

EXCELLENT RESPONSE TO OUR TEST AND TRACE TRIAL



GREAT FEEDBACK AND OVER 1200 TESTS IN JUST 5 DAYS

In the first week of a new mass testing trial, over 1,200 Lateral

Flow Tests have been carried out at Newcastle Sixth Form

College. These rapid tests for coronavirus are really helping us

ensure as many students can stay in college as possible, and is

also allowing students who may normally be required to self

isolate to come back into college and test daily so they can attend

lessons in class as normal with their classmates.

Chloe Wakenshaw - 2nd Year Student, commented on the

trial: 

'We are all keen to take part and support this Test and Trace

project. We know how important it is to have face to face

lessons and this trial will allow all of us to feel a bit more

confident in classes as we know that via the rapid test we

will get the results on the same day. As a second year

student I know it’s important to keep up with studies and so

with this testing in place I will be certain if I am safe to

attend college.'

TEST AND TRACE TRIAL -
STILL TIME TO GET INVOLVED

Anna Roth - 2nd year Student

'Supporting this Test and Trace trial is really important. The

rapid tests have provided us with the results quickly and

allow students who need to isolate to take part in the ‘test

to enable’ programme so they can remain within college.

As a second year student we can see the benefits this trial

can deliver and we want to help maintain the best chance

of having all of our lessons in college.'



Our Business Studies, Economics and Computer
Science teams have organised a bumper crop of
events and talks from leading industry
specialists as part of a 2 week careers and
progression programme. 

The full programme which consists of a dozen
events kicked off last week with virtual careers
talks from top North East creative agency Sumo
Design and Harriet Jackson who gave an
excellent talk to Politics and Economics students
on the 30th November, to a large audience of
first and second year students. The full
programme of talks and sessions includes
speakers from the Bank of England, NUFC
Foundation, Virgin Money and DXC.

PSYCHOLOGY CAREERS WEEK

Our Psychology team have also pulled together
an excellent series of events for students with
speakers covering a wide range of career
progression from mental health and social work
practitioners to occupational psychologists and
counsellors. The programme has been
promoted directly to students with 5 events in a
week long careers progression programme.  

BUMPER CAREERS WEEK
ACTIVITY

UCAS RESOURCES
Following the first of our UCAS clinics (class-based FAQ workshops to

troubleshoot), we wanted to ensure that all students were aware of the
additional resources and sessions which are available via the UCAS and

careers team based in the college. 
 

We are recommending that all 2nd year students regularly check their
student emails for updates and suggested additional activities to ensure

they do not miss out on these excellent resources and clinics.

If anyone wants any further help they can also contact Elliot Luke directly at
elliot.luke@newcastlesfc.ac.uk 

http://newcastlesfc.ac.uk/


This week saw the launch of our first ever student led
magazine and the work and effort put into this first
edition was outstanding, with a real team effort. To
access the full edition, we have launched the
newsletter as an online flipbook magazine edition, and
will email all students as soon as new editions are
published. 

We will also be printing a small run of each magazine
which will be available from the college reception. 

CLICK HERE to read the first full edition.

STUDENT LED MAGAZINE
GEORDIE OBSERVER

https://www.flipsnack.com/newcastlesixthformcollege/geordie-observer-nsfc-student-magazine.html


AROUND THE COLLEGE

Whilst mass testing has taken up a lot of our energy, it is great to see that both our

virtual experience and online opportunities are still flourishing. This week sees the

launch of a FIKA Mental Fitness campaign for December 'Finding Meaning', and for

our Honours students, the programme of extra-curricular activity is growing rapidly.  

HONOURS PROGRAMME

This term, 42 Y12 students have been successful in securing
a place on the Gold Honours Award and 30 students for the Silver
Honours Award.

These awards will give students the opportunity to broaden their
academic profile beyond the curriculum and develop experience and
skills which will put them in a great position to apply for highly selective
universities and courses.
 

From finding
meaning in our

studies and
relationships, to

allowing our values
and inner sense of

purpose to guide us,
right through to

unlocking our calling
or ‘mission’ in life -

Fika’s meaning
course is well worth

exploring.

This half term, there have been additional academic skills sessions focussed on critical thinking and next half
term we will be looking at ‘Sounding Clever: Developing academic vocabulary for essays and discussions’. 
 
On Monday 30th November at 4.30pm there was a talk to look at the idea of 'Standing Out' with all Honours
students in Y12 and Y13. Geoff is the founder of Canvas Marketing and related his talk to experiences from
recruitment to help students appreciate how to stand out in a highly competitive market. 
 
Seminars are starting for the Gold Award Honours students, building on this theme of standing out to consider
issues such as ‘What is attractiveness?’ and ‘Standing outside: exclusion in post-colonial literature'.



JISC DIGITAL INSIGHTS SURVEY

Today we’re launching the Student Digital Experience Insights Survey

and we want to hear from you! We’re all using digital technology to

connect with each other and to work and study remotely more than ever. 

Know more about how you study and learn online. 
Understand how you use the online learning environment and services
and how we could improve these.
Target resources towards the issues that matter to you.
Find out what helps you to succeed.

This survey will help us to find out more about how you use it and how it
affects your learning experience at Newcastle Sixth Form College.

The survey will allow us to:

Your student experience is really important to us and by sharing your
experiences with us, you’ll have the chance to shape the way we use digital as
part of your learning in the future.Taking part couldn’t be easier. It takes just
10 minutes to share your thoughts and you can access the survey right here.

https://insights2021.onlinesurveys.ac.uk/ncg-fe-student-202021-insight-survey


MASKS
ON
THE

MOVE
Please help fight the spread of COVID19

You must wear a face covering in all
public spaces around the college.

W E  R E Q U I R E  A L L  S T U D E N T S  T O  W E A R  F A C E
C O V E R I N G S  I N  A L L  P U B L I C  S P A C E S  A R O U N D
T H E  C O L L E G E .  T H A N K S  F O R  Y O U R  S U P P O R T .


